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ABSTRACT
PARET{M SATISFACTION WITH

A

SUPERVISED VISITATION PROGRAM

IvIARY KB,Y ROSE

Supervised visitation

is contact. between a non-custodial

parent and one or more children under the supervision of a third
party. The need for supervised visitation is great. Clients in
these programs are often court ordered and. are therefore
involuntary.
particular

The goal of this study was to l_ook at one
program in Hennepin County in Minnesota from the

user's perspective.

A survey was dist.ributed to 46 adult
cl-ients : twenty-three of thre subj ects were custodial parents and
twenty- three were non-cus todial parent.s . The i t.ems on the
survey were both qualitative and quantifative.
The response

rate was poor .

Only

1,5

.229o

of the surveys were returned

.

However, those seven who did respond are generally satisfied
with the program and feel safe as well as respected. This study
adds to the small body of research ad.dressing t,his topic.
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CHAPTER T

fntroduct ion
An unfortunate reality

of today is that domestic violence

touches the l-ives of 3 to 10 million children who witness one
parent abusing the other (usually the father or partner abusing
the mother (Sheeran & Hampton, 1999) ) . Families who have
experienced domestic violence are vulnerable.
Strangers of t.en
decide f amily mat,ters,' f or example, a child's tiving arrangement
is decided by the court system. This process can be confusing
and fright.ening

f

or

families,

particularly

f

or

the children

involved.
Due to t.he increasing incidence of dj-vorce and domestic

abuse, there is a demand f or a new t14>e of social service :
supervised visitation.
Supervised visitation is where a parent
has cont.act. with one or more chi l-dren in the presence o f a third
party respons ihle f or observing and ensuring t.he saf ety of those
involved (Straus, l-995 ) .
Supervised visitation

is a relatively

new social service

area that had no standards and guidelines for practice untill-9 9 6 (st.raus , Blaschak-Brown, R€iniger, 199I ) . rn the early
1-980s there were a handful of agencies offering monitored
visits.

Supervised visitation

grew out of a gap in services

recognized by battered women's groupsr child protection, and the
courts. Out of this, the Supervised Visitation Network, an
organizaLion of agency and individual
vj-sitation

providers of supervised

services, was establ-iskred. in l-991. The Supervised
Vi s i tation Network has over l- I0 members in the Un i ted. States ,

Supervised Visitation
Canada, Australia,

and New Zeatand.

The Supervised Visitation

Network (Sing) was esLablished in

7992. The mission of this organizaLion is to: establish a
net.work f or people dedicated to these services ; t o provide

an

avenue for the exchange of information about supervised

visitation

services; to develop standards for supervised

visitation;

to advocate for program funding; to educate
professionals and the public about supervised visitation;
promote awareness f or the need f or these prog'rams ( straus
199s )

to
,

.

Supervised Visitat.ion

Guidelines

The guidelines laid down by the Supervised Visitation

(Siru) in 1996 are considered essential-

f

Network

or the success of these

programs and the safety of those who are involved with them.

The following is a summary of the guidelines for supervised
visitation as set forth by the SVN:
1-. The guidelines should be in written

form

an,C.

reviewed

with each parent at the time of intake.
2. Custodial and non-custodial parent.s are to arrive
depart at separate t.imes and both parties must be

and

punctual .

Custodial and non-custodial part.ies must
agtree to remain visually and physically separate while

using the program.
3. Parents must not be under the infl-uence of drugs or
alcohol at the t.ime of the visit.
rf there is suspicion
of drug or alcohol use, the visit

will

be cancele,C.

I
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weapons o f any tlpe are not al l-owed on the
premi ses

.

5. No other visitors
supervi sor in

are allowed unl-ess approved by the

con j unct

j-on wi th any court orders

.

6

- rf a parent needs to cancel- a visit, the program must
notified at least 24 hours before the scheduled visit.

7

. Parents must not make negative comments about the other
party to the child.

B. No client

be

may make a threat. of or commit an act of

violence or break a court, order bef ore, during or af t.er
a visit or exchange.
9. No adult. may threaten to or carry out physical
discipline toward a child whil-e using the program.
10. Custodial- and non-custodial parents must not ask
child or st.af f to transf er messages, property, or
to the other parent.
11. All protective

orders must be made available to

t.he
money

t.he

proqram staff.
1,2. The taking of photographs is not allowed unless
approved. hy the other parent and the child.

Children are usually bet.ter served when they have access to
both parents or parties involved; therefore, supervised
visitation centers are to be neutral environment,s where program
staf fs do not side with custodial or non-custodial parent.s.

Supervised Visitation
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of Terminology
The custodial parent is also referred to as the drop-off
parent. The non-custodial parent can be referred to as the
visiting parent.
Clarification

Supervised exchanges are also referred. to

as supervi s ed

Lransfers or monitored transfers.
T14re s

of Supervised Visitation

Therapeut i c Supervi s i on

Therapeutic supervision is where a certified or licensed
menLal health professional provides therapeut.ic intervenLions
and modeling t.o help improve parent.-child interactions (Straus,
et dl . ,

. Mental health prof essionals at such prograrns can
make evaluations and recommendations for parent-child contact.
1-998

)

Not all vj-sitation/exchange programs offer therapeutic
supervision; theref ore, not all programs can make evaluat.ions or
recofirmendations f or parent-chi1d contact.
One-on-One Visits

One-on-one visits

are where a trained observer stays with the
family and records observed behavior durj-ng Lhe visit.
The
observer can intervene if there is any inappropriate behavior.
Sites using this t14le of service may not make recommendations
for parent. child contact.. The courts may review recorded.
observat,ions of the visits, however.

Augsburg College Library
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SuperviseC Exchange

Transition monitoring, or supervised exchange, is also

a

service provided by centers. The non-custodial parenL may visit
with t.he child of f -site and unaccompanied by an observer. The
exchange occurs without the parents having to come face to face.
Social workers in these settings need to make sure Lhat the
children using the center know why they are using the program.
Soc

ia1 workers al-so need to make sure t.hat chi ldren are aware

that the reason that they are using the prograrn is not their
f

they are not being punished.

ault;

The reason t.hat they are at

the center is that their non-custodial parent wants to see them
but. the visit

needs t.o be supervised to make sure t.hat the

parent wil l not do or say anything that will

make the child

f eel-

uncomfortahle.

Social workers need to be sure that parents are aware of
the ages and stages of child development so that they will

be

ahle to interact with their child and play with the toys and
games appropr j-aLe f or the chi ld' s age .

Soc

provide written materials or make referrals

ia1 Workers

may

orr child development

and parenting.
Sometimes a parent has noL learned how to interacL with or

enjoy t.heir chil-d (Loar, L998). Social workers offer suggesLions
regarding appropriate pfay and interaction.
recommend

Social workers

may

parenting classes to both custodial and non-custodial

parents to ensure that parents are using the program to the
fullest.
Typically,

families are court-ordered Lo participate

in

Supervised Visitation
supervised. visitation

programs . The non-custodial parent'

may be viewed as an involunt.ary client.

This researcher wanted

to hear their voices and. suggestions in regard to a particular
program in Hennepin County, Minnesota.

This study is a program evaluation focusing on the
This sLudy addresses the
satisfaction of the participants.
ollowing research question: How sat.isf ied are custodial and
non-custodial parents with the supervised visitation program?
f

The following chapter reviews what other professionals have

learned in regard to supervised visitation.

13
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II

Review of the Literature

rn the search for information in lega1, psychology, and
social- work j ournals, the following key words were used.:
supervised visitation,

child access, monitored access,

supervised access, and monitored visitation.
A search of the
internet using the above-mentioned keywords also was done.
fn the search for information on supervised visitation,
this researcher found that, t.hus far, l-it.tIe research has been
done on the subject. ,fohnston and Straus (l-999) acknowledge the

growing body of literaLure

on the funcLion of visitation

centers, however there is stilI a need for more research on the
long-Lerm ef f ects of supervised visitat j-on on f amilies,
particularly on children. The f ollowing are some conrmon themes
in the lit.erature:

t.he need f or supervised visitation

programs,

high-conflict
visitation

divorce and access problems, and supervised
with traumatized children.
Need for Supervised Visitation

Supervised visitation

pro grams

programs are hard to find (Straus, et

dI. , 1998 ) . The courts are starting to see a vast. need for this
servj-ce; " the escalating number of reports involving child abuse
and domestic vj-o1ence, situations that commonly warrant
restricted

visitation,

and t.he nation' s consistently

high

divorce rate account for the increasing need for supervisiofl,
(Clement, l-998, p . 299') .
High Conflict

Divorce and Access prohlems

Adjustment. prohlems in children are linked to parental

"

Supervised Visitation
conf lict

and h.ostility

Parenta1 conflict

af ter divorce (ArdiLLi,

had strong indirect

19

92)

15

.

effects on disLurbance in

children. A1so, there are no significant differences in the
children's adjustment, in joint custody and sole custody families
(Ardit.t.i ,

1,992)

.

In high conf lict

relationships,

f

requency of

access Lo both parents was an important predictor of

disturbance, not of adjustment in chil-dren (Arditti ,
Supervised visitation

1-992)

.

is a necessary service so fhat children

are not caught in the middle of parental conf l- ict , and aI so so
that they have a safe place Lo visit the non-custodial parent.
Both custodial and non-custod,ial parents in Shepard's
(1992) study indicated that they are not satisfied with the
childcare provided by t.he other parent.

The men in the study

reported that their former partners tried to prevent access to
the children.
Jenkins, Park, and Peterson-Badali
custodial and non-custodial- satisfaction
visitation

(1-997

)

f

ocused on

with the supervised

service. One hundred twenty-one users of the service

in Ontario, Canada were interviewed over the telephone.

The

interview included demographic items and questions about t.heir
satisfaction

with the service.

expressed dissatisfaction

The non-custodial parent

towards the lega1 system anC the

1ega1

professionals involved with their cases. On the who1e, the
parent.s were saLisf ied with the visitation

program. The f eeling

was that the 1egaI community sided with the custodial parent.

Perkins and Ansay (1998) used a retrospective research
design (data were collected after the fact) involving case

Supervised Visitation
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records from the courts and a supervised visitation
center.

The researchers used comparative analysis to examine

famil-ies participating
not participating.
f

or placemenL in

outcome closure .

the visitat.ion
f

in supervised visitation

with families

They discovered the following:
f

oster care,' number of visits;
Fi f ty-eight

the reasons
case closure and

percent of tkre respondent,s used

center and 42? did not.

The reasons cited for

oster care placement.s were physical abuse, neglect, and parent

chemical- abuse. Families who had the most f reguent contacts

were using the supervised visit.at.ion center (556 visits ) . Those
families not using the center had 43 visits.
Forty-two percent

of the families using the visitation

center were reuniLed

compared with 29e" of families not using the center.

This study

shows that families using the center are more Iikely

to have

visits

occur than non-participating
Su

ervised Visitation

families.

and Traumatized Children

The concern is that traumatized children who use these

centers need advocates .
clinical

t.on and Straus

) used
observation and psychological testing on the children

in a visitation

Johns

(

19

9

9

cent.er to discover Lhe survival strategies the

children used to cope. They used personality profiles

in two

samples of traumatized children compared with a control sample

of children.

The results were comparable .

to two areas: the children were distrustful

The findings pointed
and had poor reality

appraisal, and they were preoccupied with control and safety.
The recofiImendations that. emerged as a result

of this study were

that it. is essential to make appropriate referral-s for

Supervised Visitation

vis itation,

to make sure a child

f

l-7

eel-s psychologically

safe, and to recognize and intervene when a child is not. coping.
Shepard (l-992 ) used the Abusive Behavior Inventory with
mothers who were clients

25

of an access cenLer. The mothers, aII

custodial parents, were also to report on the adjustment. of

26

children over three years o1d using the Conners' Parent Rating
Scale-4I .

T\uenty-two f athers completed a questionnaire about

the extent of conflict(s)
over visitation

they experience with their partners

and concern about their ability

to care for

their children over the last six months. The findings indicate
that one-third of the women suffered ongoing physical and
psychological abuse and that iL is Iike]y

that the children

sed the abuse . The study also reveal-ed that, chi ldren had
more adjustment problems when mat.ernal psychological stress
wi tnes

occurred when compared to other st.udies of children of hattered
women ( Shepard, 1-992l, .

Children living
and may have difficulty

in high conflict

divorce can suffer trauma

in a supervised visitation

because they have a dif ferent sense of t.rust.

situation

setting

A child in this

is torn because t.he parent is a figure that they have

been used to trusting

and feeling safe with but, if they have

been abused or witnessed the abuse of thej-r mother by their

father, Lhey have a conflicting
& Straus, 1999)

sense of good and bad (Johnston

.

Johnston and Straus (l-999 ) have suggestions regarding

interventions
vj-sitation

some

that. may help a vulnerable child through the
process. These include reassuring him/her that. the

Supervised Visitation
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custodial parent will- be all right while the visit takes
place. It is also a good idea to develop rituals around the
visit to make things more predictable, such as starting the
visits

in the same way with a particular
each visit with a particular goodbye.

greeting and ending

To ensure a successful visit, it is a good idea for
custodial parents to prepare their child.ren f or the f irst visit.
The Law, Order, and .Justice Center in Schenect.ady, I\ry advises
parents to make their children aware of the f ollowing: whren and
where the visits
when they will

will- be, with whom they will- be visiting,
see the custodial parent again. Visitation

and.

centers welcome facility tours so chil-dren can see t,he place
where they will be meeting the non-custodial parent. It is
necessary for parents to make an appointment in advance Lo do
so. ft may be helpful for smaII children to take their favorite
toy with them on the visits. rt is wise for custodial parent,s to
prepare themselves and the chi Id ( ren ) f or sayJ-ng goodbye . Smal l
children may experience separation anxiety even though t.hey are
wishing t'o see the non-cus todial parent . parents need t.o
aware that' some small children will cry when the visitation

he

taf f takes t.hem, but, the crying usual ly s tops when the chi ld
sees the other parent . Chi ldren somet.imes try to seek out the
at'tention of the observer and ask if he or she wishes to partake
in the activity in which the child and parent are involved. The
s

worker must tel-I the child that he or she is t.here to observe
the visit between the chird and parent and can not play.
Sometimes a child wil-] ask Lhe observer what he or she is

Supervised Visitation
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A simple yet honest answer is

in the notes.

of ten the best: the worker shoul-d tel1 the child that he or she

is writing

down "what you are doing here tonj-ght

."

Non*custodial and custodial parents are to keep the
following in mind to ensure successful visits: put the past
behind them and not hang onto bi tterness in an at tempt to t.urn
the children against the other parent.

ParenLs should be aware

that they need to try to buil-d the child' s self -est.eem through
positive nurturing and loving visits.

Safety and t.he happiness

of t.he chi Id need to he the main concerns f or everyone .
Gaps in the Literature

There is little

information on supervised visitation

programs. This is unfortunate because there is a real need for
One gap in the
inf orrnation and f or program availability.
literature
visitati-on,

is research conducted on t.he difficul-Lies
particularly

of

with regrard to whether or not the

children are benef it.ing. Few studies have been conducted, and
the ones that have been conducted have had very small samples;
t.heref ore, greneral :-zaLion may not be appropriate. To date,

researchers have relied on convenience samples and the results
can not be general-ized to the entire population (Arditt i , Lgg})
There is liLtl-e information on how children involved with
these programs feel about their participation

in these programs.

Concl-usions
One problem

.

l-ies in a child protecLj-on system that allows

slow invest,igations and court delays (C1ement,

1-99I )

. Despite

Supervised Visitation
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Lhe effort.s of professional-s to educate society,

children' s issues remain neglected hy the system designed to
protect them.

Families involved with child protection services

are vulnerable, but the most vul-nerabl-e are the children.

IL is

necessary to gather more information on the effecLs of
visitation

on traumatized children and to know how to proceed

with such visits.

Supervised Visitation
CHAPTER
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III

Theoretical Framework
General systems theory is the framework used for this
In this section the
project to view supervised visitation.
theory is described, and. second, its application to supervised
visitation is explored.
General Systems Theory
General systems theory (GST) is a useful l-ens t.hrough which
approach; a system is
GST uses a holistic
to view families.
more than the sum of its parts. Every sysLem (e.9. the family)
is a subsystem of a larger system
the family resides)

(

e.

g. the colTlrnunity in which

.

General systems theory examines behavior by identifying
parLs of the system and the controJs t.hat keep the parts in

the
a

sLate of equilibrium or homeostasj-s. HomeosLasis is how systems
regulate themselves to maintain status quo in the midst of
change (Nichols & Schwartz, 1998) .

A system has boundaries.

Here, boundaries are emot.ional barriers

that allow a system to

maintain homeostasis. Clear boundaries between the gtenerations
EnerUY,
in a family are crucial for a healthy family structure.
hoth physical and mental, is exchanged within Lhe sysLem; this
is the f l-ow of inf ormation. A living system is open (i .e. it is
permeable) .

Feedback loops are the process by which a system

gets the information necessary to self-correct in its effort
maintain a steady state or move toward a predetermined goal
(Nichols & Schwartz, 1998) .

Systems work like

this:

to

energy is

Supervised Visitat
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ed into the sysLern (input ) . The energy is used within
the system (throughput). Output. is produced which results in
f

effects on the environment from energy passed through
boundary. Systems can be formal or informal.

a

Informal

sysLems

are family and friends. Formal systems are community groups
(e.9. the National Association of Social Workers) . Societal
systems are schools and hospitals.

Families are systems where

the behavior of every member is related to and depend.ent on the
behavior of all the others (Nichols & schwartz, l-9g8 ) .
The Principles

of the General Systems Theory and Visitation

Cont.inuing conflict

between divorced parent.s negatively

inf luences bot.h the access arrangements and the chil-d's sense of
wel-l being; however, access to hoth parents is critical- to the
chil-d' s development. (Hess, 1986 ) . The child needs to f eel saf e
in t.he environment in which the visit occurs. For a successful
environment in a non-therapeutic program, the focus needs Lo be
on the child and on. parental compliance with program guidelines.
Soc

ial work tries

interactions

to determine the element.s in the

between client.s and their

causing problems

environment that are

, L99l- ) . The idea is that neither the
client nor the environment are difficult
but rather it is the
interac tion bet.ween them that can be di f f icul t ( Payne , 1991 ) .
(Payne

The main aim of social work is to strengrthen adapt ive

capacities.

Families have many needs and some respond to their

difficulties

with a limited range of soluLions.

The family systems perspective on divorce attributes

poorly

Supervised Visitation
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between spouses.

Issues involving chi]dren are areas for conflict

because

children are of ten Lhe links between the parent.s. As supervised
visitation

becomes a part of family life

children and parents, clinicians
experience of visitation

for many of today's

need t.o better underst.and the

(Wolchik et dl.,

1996) .

The task of the social worker within the systems

perspect.ive is to help families find a way to bring the system
int.o balance. This may involve renegotiating relationships and
helping to find other sources of support.
There are many systems a family is involved with: family
sys tems ( s ibl ing sub sys tem, parent.al- sub system) , the court
system, and the welfare system. A child is a part of the system
as weI1, and in supervised visitation

t.he best interests

of the

child are of utmost importance.
The task of the social worker is to help parents use and
improve their parenting ski11s. The friendly neutrality that

workers maintain models appropriate behavior which parents can
emulaLe if and when visits go unsupervised. The role of the
worker is "as an intermediary between people rather than
concentrating on a relationship with the client; the worker acts
as a consult.ant rather than a clinician and is empowering rather
than being a simple provider of services, " (payne , Lggr, p. 4j )
Using t.hese programs helps the non-cust.odial parent build
1-

.

connections to t.heir chi1d. These progirams, or helping systems,
need t o he in place so that they are avai 1able t o the many
families who require the service.

Supervised Vis itat
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Summary

Professionals in this field need to know what systems the
family are a part of, and what are their supports within these
systems? Divorce or separation affects the enLire family
system. Supervised visitation is important to families so noncusLodial- parents can remaj-n in contact with t.heir children.
The child comes first

at. supervised visitat.ion

in supervised visitation.

Looking

through the lens of general systems

theory helps us t,o real rze how important i t is f or chi ldren to
have access to their non-custodial parents in a safe, supervised
settingr.
The general systems theory helps put the family's

in the proper perspective.

situation

A f amily is a system. If t.he f amily

is going through high conflict

divorce, the family will

be

interacting

with other systems such as the court system and
possibly supervised visitation.
ft is helpful to view the
famify's situation

by looking at the whole picture so that a
family is better served. In doingr so, a better understanding of
the family will help social workers relieve anxj-ety about using
supervised visitation

centers.
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CHAPTER TV
Me

thod.o l ogy

Research Question
The research question for this study is as follows:

satisfied

are custodial and non-custodial parents wit.h

supervised visitat.ion

How

t.he

program?

Concepts and Variables

The following are importanL concepts and variables for this
evaluat.ion:

. Satisfaction with the supervised visitation program
(conceptual definition),
and the degree to which parents
perceive the program meeting their needs (dependent
variable)

.

. The program, affecting

satisfaction,

is the independent

variahle.
This study operational-izes the concept of satisfaction by
identifying the number and percentage of prografir users who agree
or disagrree with how well the Supervised Visitation Program
serves their famiIy. The goal of the cenLer is to maintain
safety and respect while t,he staf f is to remain neutral . From
the data obtained, Lhe researcher wilt
satisfaction,

freguency distributions

seek to determine client
and similarities

in

perceptions of respondents.
Research Design
Thi s was a program eval-uat ion us ing survelr ques t ionnaires

which obLained quantitative

and qualitative

data.

The sample

Supervised Visitat
was taken from participants
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in a supervised visitation

program in Hennepin CounLy in Minnesota. Procedures for data

collection

were as follows:

A leLter of approval was obtained from the supervised
visitation

director.

Letters of explanation regarding the study

were sent Lo t.he parents asking f or their consent and t.heir
assistance in the study the week preceding Tuesday, May 24"h,
2000. fn the letter,
narne

participants

were assured that neither the

of the center nor their identities

would be revealed in the

final

analysis. Questionnaires, complete with an instructional
cover sheet, were delivered to the center and given to the
recept.ionist to be made available t.o parents on Monday, May zg'h,,
2000. A covered hox for the completed surveys was left

at the

Each day of that week, the receptionist

reception desk as we1l.

handed out questj-onnaires t.o the parents involved wit.h the

program. Parents were given as much time as they needed after
their scheduled visits

to complete the survey.

The estimated

amount of time to compleLe the survey was ten to f i f t.een
minutes .

As noted on the inst.ruction sheet, participants

were

to place completed, anonymous forms in the box at the front desk
on their way out of the building.

The researcher picked up the

hox of completed surveys on Mond.ay, June 12th, 2000 at 5:00 p.m.
Description of the Program
The program studied is in Hennepin County in Minnesota.

This program is dedicated to serving mostly court ordered
families who are not able to conduct visits/exchanges of
children successfully

due

to family violence or chemical ahuse

Supervised Visitat

issues.
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Program provides

The Supervised Visitation

families with a safe, family-friendly

environment in which non-

cusLodial parents and their children may maintain contact, as
this is j-mportant for the child and the non-custodial parent
(Hess, 1986 ) . In the program with which t.his researcher is
f

amiliar,

trained volunt,eers observe t.he visits

to ensure

appropriate interac ti-on between parent and chi Id .

The

volunteers make notes on observed behaviors during the visits.
This information is confidential

with the following two

exceptions: information is released when there is a suspicion of
child abuse, and also when the information is requested (via a
release of information) by the family court system.
The program uses volunteer observers and is in a non-

therapeutic setting.

This agency, however, is a family center

and offers classes that. support the supervised visitation

program. The hours of operation for the supervised visitatj-on
program are: Sunday 1,2-6 p.m.; Monday 4-9 p.ffi., Tuesday through

Thursday L2-9 p,ffi., Friday I2-7 p.ffi., and Saturday 9 a.m. to
p.

m. The weekday af t.ernoon time slots are rarely

conflicts
hours

with children's

f

illed

7

due to

school hours and parents' working

.

Characteristics
Al

l twenty- three

particular

f ami

of St.udy Population

l ies

supervised visitation

(

t.he universe ) who were

us

ing

a

program in Hennepin County in

Minnesota at the time of this study were asked Lo participate

the evaluation.

The ethnic background of the participant.s

in

was

not asked on the questionnaire since only a handful of families

Supervised Visitation

identified

2B

as other than Caucasian and the researcher

elt this woul-d compromise the anonymity of the study. The
income level of these families was not known, ds this is
f

voluntary information at the t.ime of intake to determine the fee
for the service. Parents' Ievel of education was not obtained
during the intake process, so this was unknown. The families
served reside in Hennepin, Scot.t., or Carver counties in
Minnesota. Of the families served, only three families were
using the center volunt.arily.

The rest of the families were

court ordered for supervised visitation.
Measurement fssues

The sample was

l- and was t aken f rom partic ipant.s at
center providing supervised visitation services in Hennepin
smal-

County in Minnesota. The information ohtained may not be
generalized to participants of other centers providing this
of service. There is littIe racial diversity in the sample

one

t14>e

chosen so information may not be qeneralized across all racial
grroups

.

There is a possibility
participants may have felt

of systematic error in that
that participation

in the study and

answering the questions in a positive manner would increase

their chances for visits with their child to go unsupervised.
Also, parents may have believed that their responses may not
remain anonymous and that this may have affect.ed their
visitation

sLatus.

The stud.y attempted to make it clear that

responses would remain anonymous and in no way affect,

negatively nor positively,

their standing in the progrram.

Supervised Visitation
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There is a possibility

of random error in that
participants may have become bored, become tired, or noL
understand a question as it was intended while filling out the
survey. An attempt. to guard against this was to keep the
questionnaire short, clear, and easy to answer.
Rel-iability

and ValidiL v

This study is limited in its validity

and reliability

because the sample is srnal l and al l respond.ents are f rom one

particular

maintain reliability
of satisfaction
for validity

program. The study will

supervised visitation

in that the focus is to measure the concept

of progrram users.

The study attempts t.o gruard

by asking resporrdents how long they have used the

service.
There were 28 visits
101h, 2000. Seven visits

The program staff

scheduled between May

ZgLh

and

.Tune

were canceled d.uring that time period.

is also aware of one visitation

shift where

surveys were not made available to parenLs. Another threat to
the val-idity of this study was select.ion hias; that is,
client.s chose not to fill

many

out t.he questionnaire and those

who

did could not be considered representative of the group. The
perceptions of those who did not" participate can not be included
in the study; this may he valuable information that wiII be
missed. Subjects could also answer in the manner that they felt
would please the researcher. Due to the sample used, it is not
poss

ible to make generalizations

t.o other groups

.

Levels of Measurement of Variables
One level of measurement in this

study is ordi-naI, given

Supervised Visitation

the use a of Likert-L14>e scale.
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Nominal measurement was

also used in fixed response questions.
Classification

of variables

(discrete

and /

or continuous)
as items

The variables examined in Lhis study are discrete,

on a Likert-type

scale are to be responded to and fixed response

questions are to be answered. Nominal and ordinal levels of
measurement use discrete classif ications

Data Collection

of variahl-es.

Instrument.

The study was a program evaluation from the users

perspective. The questionnaire was not pre-tested due to time
constraints.
The questionnaire consisted of twelve items (see

appendix A) .

One of these items was answereC on a Likert

Two items were answered by indicating

their sit.uation.

scale.

which of the responses fit

There were three open-ended questions to be

cornpleted at the end of the survey. Many of the guestions were
asked so that the inf ormation coul-d be used in conj unction with
agtency quarterly

reporting in t.he future.

The questions were

designed so that they would not be disrespectful
int.rusive in an effort

or too

to avoid emotional stress on the part of

the respondents.
Data

Anal-ys i s

The results are to be statistically
f

requency distribuLions.

analyzed through

Dif f erences and similarities

beti,'ieen

the responses wi11 be examined.
Procedures for Protection of Human Subj ects
The study proposal was brought before the fnstitutional
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Review Board (rRB) at Augsburg College in Minneapolis,

Minnesota to ensure that the study was ethical and would not
harm the participants.

The approval number for the study is:

fRB 2000-36-1. The research was also approved by the director

the supervised visitation

of

program for which the evaluation is

heing conducted. The program director at the agency is

a

licensed social worker with an MA degree.
participants

was mailed to the potential

A letter

prior to the distribution

of the surveys.

the study and stated that participation

one week

The l-etter descrihed

was not a required part

of the program and that it was voluntary.

or the

Participation,

lack Lhere of, would in no way j eopardize their standing in the
program or with Augsburg College.

there were no perceived henef it.s
perceived risk was slight
f

f

explained that

or participation.

The

as the quest.ions asked were related to

with the program and not. sensitive questions

satisfaction
regarding

The letter

amily dlmamics . This is a non-therapeutic program.

If there were questions or concerns related to the
study, participants

were provided with a toll--free

telephone

voice mail box number for the researcher as wel-l as the e-mail
address.
the study,

Participants could skip a question and still
If participation

stress for participants,

remain in

in t.he study caused emotional

the phone number of the thesis advisor

was availahle.

Confident.iality

was to be upheld, in that t.he name of the

center was not mentioned in the study.
in that. participants

were not Lo identify

The study was anonymous

themselves by writing

Supervised Visitation

their names or any other identifying
guestionnaire.

information on the

Participants were t.o place completed f orms (or

blank forms if they so chroose noL to participate)

in a slotted

hox at the front desk of the center at completion; the
researcher was not present when this is done. The researcher
picked up the box at. the center on Monday, June 12 th, 2 0 0 0 .
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CHAPTER V

Findings

This chapt.er will

focus on the findings of the study first

in regard to the demographic information obtained and then in
regard to parent satisfaction with the service.
An informational

letter

was mailed to the 46 parents

involved with the supervised vj-sitation/exchange program
Wednesday, May 24th,

2000

.

on

The surveys and d.rop box were set. out

at the agency during the weeks o f Monday, May zgth,, 2 0 0 0 and
Monday, June 5tn, 2000. The researcher picked. up the drop box
with the completed surveys on Monday, June 12th, 2000.
A total of 46 letters were mailed to the parents involved
with the program. There were 23 custodial parents and 23 noncustodial parents.

Forty-two of the parents were part of t.he
supervised visitation program and four parents were part of the

supervised exchangre program. Of the 46 letters mailed, two
letters were returned hy the pos t of f ice due to bad ad.d.ress
information.

One parent had recently moved and had a new

address and one parent had moved with no forwarding information.
These letters

were not mailed again due to the time-limited

nature of this thesis assignment.
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Graph #1

Number of Respondents
1. Did

2. Did Not

7
3g

Responses

Did Flespond to Survey
7

39
Did Not Respond to Survey

The researcher obtained 7 completed surveys, or had

response raLe of t5 .22% (Graph #1) .

a

Due to the low response

rate, Lhere are serious threats to validity (an acceptable
response rate woul-d be 5 0 % ) . Though the response rate was low,
those who completed the surveys did give
there is some internal validity.

f eed"back,

theref ore,
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Gender
Male:
Female:

3
Gender

4

Male
a

4
Female

Graph #3

Aqe Groups
16-20

21-25
26-30
31-35
36-40
41-45
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56-60
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66-70
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0
0

Age Groups

0
0

4

3
3

3

1

0
0
0
0
0

o
o
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h

2

z
J

1

0

16- 21- 26- 31- 36- 41- 46- 51- 56- 61- 66- 71+

20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 6s

70

Ages

Of those responding, 3 (or
57.L4%\ were female (Graph #2).
hetvreen 3 6 to 40 years old.

.862) were mal-e and 4 ( or
Three parents (or 42.86%I were

42

Three parents (or

42 . 86eo) were

between 4L to 45 years o1d. One of the respondents (or L4.28%)
was hetween 46 to 50 years o1d (Graph

#3 )

.
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Drop-otf or Visitinq Parent
Drop-off
Visiting

4

Drop-off or Visiting Parent

3

Visiting
a

4

Dropolf

Graph #4/Supplemental #1

Drop-off or Visitinq: Male
Drop-off
Visiting

1

2

Drop-off or Visiting: Male
Dropclf

Vl'itrE

Graph #4lSupplemental #2

Drop-off or Visitinq: Female
Drop-off
Visiting

3
1

Drop-off or Visiting: Female
Visitng

t

Oropotl

Four of the 7 (or 57 . l_48 ) were drop-of f parents . Three
of '7 (or 42.86%) were visiting parents (Graph #4 ) . One of the
three males responding was the drop-off parent and two were
visiting parents (Graph #4/Supplemental #1) . Three of the four
f emales were drop of f parents, and one of the f our f emal-es was
the visiting

parent (Graph #4/supplemental #2).
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Services Received

Visitation
Exchange

6
1

Visitation or Exchange
Exchange
1

6

Visitation

Graph #6

Court Ordered or Voluntarv
Couft Ord.
4

Voluntary

3
Court Ordered or Voluntary

Voluntary
3

4

Court Ordered

Six of the 7 (or 89.72%) respondents were part of the
supervised visitation program. one (or l_4.299) of the
respondents was part of the supervised exchange proqram (Graph

#s).
Four of the 7 were court ordered for services. Three of
7 were voluntary participants in the program (Graph #6).
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Graph #7

Awareness of Fam ilv Visitation Center
4
Social Seruices
0
Advocate
1
Guardian ad Litem
Media
Friend
Attorney

0
0
3

Coufi

't

Probation Officer
Relative

0
0
0

Other

Awareness of Program
5

4
L.

o

3

-cl

E

2

J

z

1

0

The parent.s noted hearing about the program from four

different

Over half,

sources.

57,L4% (or 4 of 1l of the

respondents, stated they became aware of this program through
social services. The second most frequent response, 3 of 1 (or
42

.86%) was hearing about. the program through an attorney.

One

respondent became aware of the program through the courL and one

ind.icated a Guardian ad Lit em told the respondent about the
program (Graph

#7 )

.
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Graph #B

Times of Usaqe
0 Times
1 Time
2 Times
3 Times
4+ Times

0
1

0

2
4

Times of Usage

0 Times

1 Time

Times

4+ Times

3 Times

None of the respondents indicated that this was their
week usingr the center.

first

One parent. had been to t.he center one

Lime in the past month. Two parents had been to the center 3
times. Four of the 1 parents had been to the center 4 or more
times in the past month (Graph #B ) .
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Levels of Respect
Strongly Agree

J

Agree
Disagree

0

tr
1

Strongly Disagree

0
0

Undecided
No Answer

1

Feeling Respected by the Center
b

b5
OA
Il.t

E3

zT
0

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree Strongly

Undecided No Answer

Disagree

Level of Agreement

A Likert tgle scale was used to determine i f parents f ee1
respec t.ed by s taf f during the t ime they are at the center . The
item was worded thus: 'I f eel- respected by staf f while at the
center'

Respondents were to check only one response. The

respons e categori es were s trongly

ag

ree , agree , d.i sagree

,

strongly disagree, and undecided. There was also a place tc
write comments regarding this item. Five of the 7 (or 7L.439
indicated they st.rongrly agree. One of t.he 7 indicated they

)

parent did not respond to this item. The comments
were: 'always greeted with a smile and friendly attitude, and
'very friendly and sociable, (Graph #9)
agree'

One

.
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Graph #10
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Probems

The seventh item asked 'what is /are the biggest barr j-er

to using the center?'

Respondents were to check all

(

s

)

that apply

of the followingr choices: Location, hours, not feeling safe,
toys /games /craf t.s available,
Comments

don' t know, and other (Graph #l-0 ) .

to the other category: One respondent indicated

is that t.hey are 'unable to go to the park'
Another did not like the rul-es 'reguiring permission of
that one barrier

.

custodial parent' ; 'SLaff has to assume worst is going to
happen' .

visitati-on

The other respondent indicated he/ she would 'like

time'

.

more
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Graph #11
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The eighth item asked, *'What ts / are the best thing

) about
using the center? " Again, the parents were to check al-l of the
categories that apply. Once again, the response categories ar€ :
Location, hours, safety, toys/games/crafts available, don' t
know, and ot.her ( Graph

# l_l_

)

(

s

.

Comments f or

the 'ot.her' cat.egory: One person tiked the
'sLaff/ supervisors'.
Another person liked being able to have a
place f or ' time toget,her' . The last. respondent indicated. that
the best thing was 'not having to see the other parent,
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The ninth iLem asked, "rn your opinion, what are the

problems during a visitr

"

Respondents were asked to check al1

t.hat apply of the f ollowing cat.egories : Arrival t ime, waiting
time, departure time, kitchen use, out.side use, availability
of
toys /crafLs/ games, not feeling

safe at check-in, not feeling

safe in the parking Iot, not feeling safe at check-out, not
feeling respected by the staff, other, and no problems (Graph
#r_2

)

.

Comments

for the 'other'

that 'f t's not home. '

category: One person responded
Another person f elt t.hat the whole

program was 'harder on bigger kids. '

The last person 'would

pref er Iat,er times in the evening' to geL together w-ith their
kids. one respondent did not answer this item.
The f ol lowing t.hree i tems were open*ended. ques tions . Item
ten asked, "what safety concerns, if any, do you have while

using the center? " There was no reply to this it.em.
It.em eleven asked f or suggest ions f or improving t.he
program. Three parents left this item blank. Four parents
(42.86%) had the following

comments: "Make it mobile,,. .'Make
it availahle later in the evening.,, .'set up outsid.e
visitation. " "fnstitute a progressive format where visitations
could eventually be of f -site f or the visiting parent. ,,
The last item asked for addit.ional comrnents in regard to
the program. Six of the respondents left. t.his item blank. One
parent not.ed that the respectfulness of the staff is appreciated
and that it would be nice to have the two parents be abl-e to
communicate aL some point during the visit.

Supervised Visitation
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VI

Discussion and. Implications
Due to the low response rate,

validity

this study has limited

and the results can not be generalized to the

population.

The research quest.ion was:

whol-e

"How saLisf ied are

custodial and non-custodial parents with the supervised
visitation/exchange

program? " Of the 7 respondents, none

indicated that they do not

f

ee1 respected whi Ie at the cent.er

.

None of the parents indicated they have safety concerns while at

the center.

Saf

ety is the utmost concern f or such progirams.

quesLion "how satisfied

are you with the supervised visitation

program? " was never actually

that if clients

The

asked on the survey.

The idea was

fe1t respected and safe, they were satisfied

with the program. The response shows that the program is
meeting its mission but does not necessarily mean there is
satisfaction on the part of the client.. Satisfaction is
ambiguous. How do we measure the concept of 'satisfaction'

when

it is different. things to different. people? Perhaps it would
have been useful to form focus grroups and arrive at a consensus

as to what ' satisf action wit.h t.he prograrn' is to the group

and

then evaluate how the center is doing withr the program users.
Implications

for Social Work Practice

It. appears that in the early phases of the divorce process,
anger and hurt about the divorce affect the residential
perceptions of visitation

parent's

problems. Supervised visitation

programs should help parents recog:nLZe Lhe importance of

separating their owrr relationship

with t.heir ex-spouse from

Supervised Visitation

their children's
parent

(Wo

The families

with their nonresident.ial

relationship

lchik et dI . ,

19 9 6 )
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.

in supervised visitation

are vulnerable. It is

important that neut ral i ty be maint.ained by s taf f in their
interaction

with families in order to provide the best service

for these clients.

Sometimes t,here are no therapist.s connected

with these programs, and therefore there is no one available to
help clients

sort out painful experiences" Clients, however, can

be empowered by a staff who provides information,

makes

referraLs Lo other helping agencies, upholds guidelines, gives
f eedback when

prof

appropriate, and corTrmunicates in a dj-rect,

, caring, but neutral but f riendly ( as indicat.ed by
the survey respondents) manner. This courteous and business-like
es s ional

approach models the type of business relationship

the ex-spouses

must establish as parenting partners. It is not the position of

the volunteer doing the monitoring to take sides in regard to
who is right

or wrong or when visits

should go unsupervised;

that is up to both the professionals who can make a therapeutic
evaluation and the court. syst.em.
There is also need to get other professionals connected with
the cases involved.

Specifically,

there is a need to get all- of

the profe,ssional-s involved with these families to help fill
any missing pieces.

in

Families often have several- professionals

working with t.hem. There should be a way to bri-ng all of the
intervening people of the various disciplines
information and help a family.

together to share

"Child welfare agencies, family

courts, domestic abuse proplrams, and visiting

centers must work

Supervised Visitat ion

together to develop procedures f or
coordinat ing services "

(

Shepard,

handl-

L992
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ing cases and

, p.

3

66

)

.

The families involved with supervised visitation/exchange

are vulnerable.

Practitioners

should have arr understanding of

domestic violence so t.hat they are aware of the dynamics of

(For insLance t a custodial mother who appears
to be uncooperative may be taking on a protective role; a nonthese families.

custodial father who has completed a violence program may appear
, etc. , but may still not be violence-f ree. ) Sometimes
when families sp1it, there is so much happening at once for them
that t.hey f eel overwhelmed. It would be helpf ul f or social
cong'enia1

workers to help their families betLer understand what is
happenit g to them in the court system, and to make t.hem f amiliar
with supervised visitation

and the guidelines for these programs

if they f ind themsel-ves court-ordered
workers also need to he culturally

f

or visitation.

Socia1

sensitive so that clients

from different

cultura1 backgrounds do not experience this as
barrier to services. Social workers in supervised visitatj-on

a

sett ings must be aware of children' s developmental- stages so the
parent/child interaction is appropriate which will make visits
more successful for parent and child.
rn the profession of social work it is essential to maintain
a cautious, humble, awareness of what we do and balance this
with a confidence and our use of 'se1f,
It is essential that there be a partnership between social
work practice and research. Research informs practice. Research
is needed so that social workers know how they are doing with
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their clienLs. It is an eth.ical responsibility to
eval-uate how social workers practice.
fmplicat ions for Poli cy
Social workers advocate for clients by impacting policy.
Children lack a voice in the court system. Social workers must
help make sure that. the hest interests of t.he child are met.
There needs t.o he a vehicl-e in place to allow families a more
seamless passage to supervised visitation.

social workers need to work together.
frightening

The courts and

Supervised visitation

for families when they are alread.y experiencing

trying times.

There is a need for supervised visitation

availability.

There is a need for more funding for these

services.
families,

is

program

Socia1 workers and the courts need to prepare

parLicularly

supervised visitation

the children,

ahead of time so that

is not frightening.

Social workers need

to be specially trained to work in these programs. Social
workers need to have knowledge of abuse and chemical dependency
issues and know how they af fect family dlmamics. Judges in
famiIy court should be reguired to go through training in the
areas of domest.ic abuse, chemical dependency, and child
development so that. they have a better understanding of what is
in t.he best interest of the child.
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Tmplications for further Research
More work needs to be done in this area to determine the

long-term effects of supervised visitation

on families . AIso,

work needs to be done following such families,
longitudinal

studies, to see if visits

or conducting

were more likely

to

go

unsupervised and be successful- as a result of program
participation.
It may he beneficial to interview the parents
and t.he chil-dren already involved wiLh such programs to get

their ideas and suggestions and feelings about being part. of
supervised visitation---this

may help future program users to

know what. to expect. Researchers shoul-d band their

ef f orLs

together on st.udies of the long-term effects of such program
participation.
Strengths of this Study
The researcher attempted to hear the voice of the client

this supervised visitation/exchange

program. The 7 parents

in

who

did respond gave useful feedback, both positive and negative.
More work needs to be done in this area and this proj ect was an

attempt to collect more information.
r,imitations of this Study
The study was conducted around the Memorial Day weekend.

This is the time of year when schools dismiss for the
break, families'
activities

schedules change with the end of

sufirmer

some

and the beginning of others, and families begin to

qo

on vacation.
The survey was availahle to parents for a two-week period.
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It may have been more productive to conduct the study
over the course of a one-month period, perhaps in March or
Apri1.
The director

of the supervised visitation/exchange

program

is aware that. the surveys and drop box were not set out for
parents for at. least Lwo shifts.
One way to identify when this
occurred and how often would have been to have parents note the
date at the top of the survey this was not requested by the
researcher.
Due to l-imited time for this ass j-gnment, there were no

reminder letters
initial)

letter

sent to parents after the informational
was sent.

Another limitation

is that. parents may have experienced

fatigue after their scheduled visit
in a survey.

(the

It is difficult

and did not wj-sh to part.ake

Lo make comparisons between this

tudy and ot.her research in the area due Lo variations
size, research design, etc.

in sample

s

Hours came up as both a barrier
responses obtained in multiple

outside visitation"

and an asset in the
choice caLegories. ttset up

came up as an open-end response to item #l-1,

which asks f or sugigest.ions to improve the progrram.
researcher is not clear as to what outside visitation
(e . g .

does the respondent wi sh to be outdoors in the

The

means here
f enced.-

in

area at the center or does the respondent wish to have visits in
places other t.han t.he center ) . More inf ormat.ion is needed to
know how to interpret these responses. In-person interviews
would be useful to clarify

such answers.
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It may have been helpful to have respondents
indicate if there is an order for protection

in place for either

the custodial or non-cusLodial part.ies.
To get more information it would have been good to
implement the following:

send out information post cards two

weeks bef ore the study,' use mail surveys; send out a reminder

post. card; then send the surveys out. a f inal time.

To obtain

more in-dept.h responses, pull a sub set of survey respondents

and ask if they will

do an in person interview.

(such as coupons for free visits

fncentives

at t.he center) to completing

and ret.urning surveys and to participate

in the in-person

interviews could be employed. The disadvantage to the above
method proposal- is that more time would be needed to conduct
of t.he phases of the study.
It would have been interesting

to ask questions about

al-l-

how

respondents feel- about the legal syst.em and what woul-d have
going through that process a bit easier.

made

There are many guestions to ask and so much that. should
researched in supervised visitation.
This study was meant to
evaluate one progrram.

be
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Supervised visitation

lus ion

is an important service that deserves

the serious attention of social science researchers.
need supervised visitation
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Families

services to assisL them in developing

and maintaining ties and strengthening the parent*child bond.
More knowledge is needed regarding the strengt,hs and limitat.ions

of these services so that those social service practitioners
better serve their clients.
The seven participants (out of

can
a

total possible of 46) in this study indicated that they felt
respected and that, more importantly,
vj-s

it.s .

they felt

safe during the

It is good to know that the center is ful f illing

obj ective with the seven respondents.

its
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Please take a moment to complete this survey.
Please check one:

_Male

2.

3.

Female

Please check your age:

_16-20
_26-30
_3640
_46-50

_21-25
_31-35

_66-70
-s6-60

lt+
-61-6s

_4r-45
_51_55

Please check the answer which applies to you:

_I
_I

am the drop-off parent
am the visiting parent
_Other (please specify)

4 a. What service(s)

do you receive from the family visitation center? (Please check all that

aPPIY)

_Supervised visitation

_Visitation exchange
_Parent education/S upport
Parenting classes

b.

Please check one of the

_Court

following. Are the services:

ordered

Voluntarv
How did you become aware of the family visitation center? (Please check all that apply)

_Social Services

_Advocate

ad

_Attorney

_Court

Litem

Probation officer

_Media
-Guardian
_Friend

5. a.

_Other(s)
-Relative

Is this your first week using the center?

_Yes
b.

(please licf\

No

How often did you use the Supervised Visitation Center in the past month (please check one of the

following):

times

-0

time
-1

times

3

times

-2
PLEASE GO ON TO PAGE 2.

4 or more times

6. I

feel respected by staff while at the center (please check one):
Agree

_Agree
-Strongly
-Disagree Disagree
-Strongly
-Undecided

Comments

1.

What is the biggest barrier to using the center: (please check all that apply)
feeling safe
available
-Not know
-Hours
-Location
(please specify)
-Don't

-Toys/games/crafts

-Other
8.

What is the best thing about using the center: (please check all that apply)

-Location(please

available
-Hours

specify)
_Other
-Toys/games/crafts

9.

-Safety know

-Don't

In your opinion, what are the problems during a visit? (please check all that apply):
feeling safe in the parking lot
time

-Arrival time
-Waiting time
_Kitchen use
-Departure

use

-Not feeling safe at check out staff
-Not feeling respected by the
_Other
-Not (please (please co
prohlems

of toys/games/crafts
_Availability
-No
-Outside
feeling safe at check in

-Not

10. What safety concerns, if any, do you have while using the center?

I

1. What suggestions do you have for improving lhe supervised visitation/exchange program?

12. Do you

have any additional comments in regard to the supervised visitation/exchange program?

Thank you for your time and cooperation
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Dear Parent,
to participate in an evaluation of the
supervised visitation program. You have been selecLed as
possihle participant in the evaluation because of your
participation in the supervised visitation program.
You are invited

a

The study is being conducted by Mary Kay Rose as a part. of her
master's thesis in social work at Augsburg College. The purpose
of the study is to get your reactions and determine satisfaction
with the supervised visitation progtram.
The surveys witl be handed out at the agency during the week of
March 6tn, 2000. The receptionist wiII have the surveys at her
desk. This st.udy is voluntary. Whether you choose to
participate or not to participate will not affect the supervised
visitation process for you or your relationship with the
Supervised Visitation Program or Augsburg College.

be given as much time as you need to complete the
It is estimated that it will
survey after your scheduled visit.
take no longer than 15 minutes to complete. Once you are done,
put the completed survey in the slotted box at the reception
You will

desk.

The perceived risk is slight; thre survey does not ask personal
quesLions regardi.rg your f amily s j-tuation or history.

There are no anticipated benefits for participation.
The records of this study will remain confidential as the name
of the agency will not be published. It is asked that you do

not include your name or any other identifying information
the survey s o that the s tudy wi l- I remain anonymous .

on

in this study. The goal of
the studlr is to determine the satisfaction l-evel with the
supervised visitation program and to your suggestions. You may
skip a quest j-on and still remain in the study. You will not be
identif ied with the study. Your part.icipat ion or nonparticipation will not af f ect your standing in the prograrn.
You are not obligated to participate
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It will be helpful for the researcher to have as many
program users as pos s ibl-e complete the survey . We real ly would
like to get your feedback.
The researcher cond.ucting this study is Mary Kay Rose. If you
have any questions call 612-520-8 443 between 7:30 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. You may also contact my Augsburq thesis advisor, Tony
Bibus, Ph.D., at 61,2-330-1746 if you have further questions.

